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Rhythm of War
by Brandon Sanderson, read by Kate Reading and Michael Kramer
Rhythm of War is the eagerly awaited sequel to Brandon Sanderson's #1 New
York Times bestselling Oathbringer , from an epic fantasy writer at the top of his
game.
After forming a coalition of human resistance against the enemy invasion, Dalinar
Kholin and his Knights Radiant have spent a year fighting a protracted, brutal war.
Neither side has gained an advantage.
Now, as new technological discoveries begin to change the face of the war, the enemy
prepares a bold and dangerous operation. The arms race that follows will challenge the
very core of the Radiant ideals, and potentially reveal the secrets of the ancient tower
that was once the heart of their strength.
A Macmillan Audio production from Tor Books

Praise for the Stormlight Archive
Oathbringer is everything I expected it to be. Not only does it make good on the
promises of the first two volumes, it elevates the Stormlight Archive to new heights of

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Nov 17/20
9781250771544 • $128.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Fantasy / Epic
Series: Stormlight Archive

Speaking for Myself
Faith, Freedom, and the Fight of Our Lives Inside the Trump White
House
by Sarah Huckabee Sanders
A candid, riveting account of the Trump White House, on the front lines and
behind the scenes.
Sarah Huckabee Sanders served as White House Press Secretary for President
Donald J. Trump from 2017 to 2019. A trusted confidante of the President, Sanders
advised him on everything from press and communications strategy to personnel and
policy. She was at the President's side for two and a half years, battling with the media,
working with lawmakers and CEOs, and accompanying the President on every
international trip, including dozens of meetings with foreign leaders - all while
unfailingly exhibiting grace under pressure. Upon her departure from the
administration, President Trump described Sarah as irreplaceable," a "warrior" and
"very special person with extraordinary talents, who has done an incredible job."
Now, in Speaking for Myself, Sarah Huckabee Sanders describes what it was like on
the front lines and inside the White House, discussing her faith, the challenges of being
a working mother at the highest level of American politics, her relationship with the

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 8/20
9781250770394 • $54.50 • audio cd
Political Science / Women In Politics
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The Christmas Table
A Novel
by Donna VanLiere, read by Donna VanLiere
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Christmas Hope series comes
another heartwarming, inspirational story for the holidays.

In June 1972 John Creighton determines to build his wife Joan a kitchen table. His
largest project to date had been picture frames but he promises to have the table ready
for Thanksgiving dinner. Inspired to put something delicious on the table, Joan turns to
her mother's recipes she had given to Joan when she and John married. 

In June 2012, Lauren Mabrey discovers she's pregnant. Gloria, Miriam, and the rest of
her friends at Glory's Place begin to pitch in, helping Lauren prepare their home for the
baby. On a visit to the local furniture builder, Lauren finds a table that he bought at a
garage sale but has recently refinished. Once home, a drawer is discovered under the
table which contains a stack of recipe cards. Growing up in one foster home after
another, Lauren never learned to cook and is fascinated as she reads through the
cards. Personal notes have been written on each one from the mother to her daughter

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 6/20
9781250770417 • $40.75 • audio cd
Fiction / Holidays

The Character Edge
Leading and Winning with Integrity
by Robert L. Caslen, Jr. and Michael D. Matthews
The former superintendent at West Point and a psychologist explain why all successful
leaders rely on a foundation of strong character.

Among the most successful leaders through history--from Abe Lincoln to Rosa Parks,
Mahatma Gandhi to Susan B. Anthony, Martin Luther King, Jr. to Nelson Mandela--
some were brilliant mathematicians and economists, others were creative visionaries,
still others were masterful at strategic planning. Their mastery of their field wasn't the
secret to their highly effective leadership. All of their skill, grit, resilience, charisma, and
courage emanated from one thing: their strength of character.

Character--the moral values and habits of an individual--is in the spotlight now more
than perhaps at any other point in modern history. Politicians distort facts. Corporations
cheat customers and investors. Athletes are caught using illegal supplements. In
addition to harming our culture at large, these failures of character have a profound and
undermining impact on leadership. 

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 13/20
9781250770455 • $54.50 • audio cd
Bus & Econ / Leadership
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Silent Bite
by David Rosenfelt, read by Grover Gardner
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 13/20
9781250771605 • $40.75 • audio cd
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Traditional British
Series: Andy Carpenter Novel

Untitled - 9781250113085
by Larry Kroenig
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 6/20
9781250771735 • $54.50 • audio cd
Biography / Personal Memoirs
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Stuff You Should Know
An Incomplete Compendium of Mostly Interesting Things
by Josh Clark and Chuck Bryant
Josh Clark and Chuck Bryant started the podcast Stuff You Should Know back in 2008
because they were curious - curious about the world around them, curious about what
they might have missed in their formal educations, and curious to dig deeper on stuff
they thought they understood.
As it turns out, they aren't the only curious ones. They've since amassed a rabid fan
base, making Stuff You Should Know one of the most popular podcasts in the world.
Armed with their inquisitive natures and a passion for sharing, they research and
discuss a wide variety of topics - always working to uncover the weird, fascinating,
delightful, or unexpected pieces of any given subject, and then talking about it together
in an accessible and humorous way.
The pair have now taken their near-boundless whys" and "hows" from your earbuds to
the pages of a book for the first time - and with it comes loads of new content, covering
subjects about which they've long wondered or wanted to explore in greater detail.
Follow along as they dig into the underlying stories and interesting ways things fit into
the world, touching on everything from the origin of Murphy beds, to the history of facial

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 29/20
Includes four-color printed endpapers
9781250771506 • $54.50 • audio cd
Reference / Curiosities & Wonders

No Time Like the Future
An Optimist Considers Mortality
by Michael J. Fox
A moving account of resilience, hope, fear and mortality, and how these things
resonate in our lives, by actor and advocate Michael J. Fox.

The entire world knows Michael J. Fox as Marty McFly, the teenage sidekick of Doc
Brown in Back to the Future; as Alex P. Keaton in Family Ties; as Mike Flaherty in Spin
City; and through numerous other movie roles and guest appearances on shows such
as The Good Wife and Curb Your Enthusiasm. Diagnosed at age 29, Michael is equally
engaged in Parkinson's advocacy work, raising global awareness of the disease and
helping find a cure through The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research,
the world's leading non-profit funder of PD science. His two previous bestselling
memoirs, Lucky Man and Always Looking Up, dealt with how he came to terms with the
illness, all the while exhibiting his iconic optimism. His new memoir reassesses this
outlook, as events in the past decade presented additional challenges.

In No Time Like the Future: An Optimist Considers Mortality, Michael shares personal

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Nov 17/20
9781250771520 • $40.75 • audio cd
Biography / Rich & Famous
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An Irish Country Welcome
by Patrick Taylor, read by John Keating
An Irish Country Welcome is a charming entry in Patrick Taylor's internationally
bestselling Irish Country series.
In the close-knit Northern Irish village of Ballybucklebo, it's said that a new baby brings
its own welcome. Young doctor Barry Laverty and his wife Sue are anxiously awaiting
their first child, but as the community itself prepares to welcome a new decade, the
closing months of 1969 bring more than a televised moon landing to Barry, his friends,
his neighbors, and his patients, including a number of sticky questions.
A fledgling doctor joins the practice as a trainee, but will the very upper-class Sebastian
Carson be a good fit for the rough and tumble of Irish country life? And as sectarian
tensions rise elsewhere in Ulster, can a Protestant man marry the Catholic woman he
dearly loves, despite his father's opposition? And who exactly is going to win the award
for the best dandelion wine at this year's Harvest Festival?
But while Barry and Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly and their fellow physicians deal with
everything from brain surgery to a tractor accident to a difficult pregnancy, there's still
time to share the comforting joys and pleasures of this very special place: fly-fishing,
boat races, and even the town's very first talent competition!

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 6/20
9781250771575 • $54.50 • audio cd
Fiction / Medical
Series: Irish Country Books

Shadows in Death
An Eve Dallas Novel (In Death, Book 51)
by J. D. Robb, read by Susan Ericksen
In the new novel in the #1 New York Times -bestselling series, Lt. Eve Dallas is about
to walk into the shadows of her husband's dangerous past.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 8/20
9781250760517 • $54.50 • audio cd
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural
Series: In Death
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Shadows in Death
An Eve Dallas Novel (In Death, Book 51)
by J. D. Robb, read by Susan Ericksen
In the new novel in the #1 New York Times -bestselling series, Lt. Eve Dallas is about
to walk into the shadows of her husband's dangerous past.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 8/20
9781250760500 • $33.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural
Series: In Death

The Tyranny of Merit
Why the Promise of Moving Up Is Pulling America Apart
by Michael J. Sandel
A world-famous political philosopher, and the bestselling author ofJustice,
reveals the driving force behind the resurgence of populism: the tyranny of the
meritocracy and the resentments it produces.
Our politics are fraught with rancor and resentment. Decades of rising inequality and
stalled mobility have fueled a populist revolt against elites. But while the pundits focus
on wages and jobs, they are missing a big part of the story: social esteem, and the
broader moral dimensions of our current crisis.
In recent decades, mainstream politicians across the aisle - from Reagan to Obama -
have offered a rhetoric of rising: everyone should be given an equal chance to get
ahead. But the relentless focus on equal opportunity" ignores the morally corrosive
attitudes that even a fair meritocracy generates. Among the winners, it generates
hubris; among the losers, humiliation. Meritocratic hubris reflects the tendency of
winners to inhale too deeply of their success, to forget the luck and good fortune that
helped them on their way. It diminishes our capacity to see ourselves as sharing a
common fate and leaves little room for the solidarity that can arise when we reflect on

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 15/20
9781250770035 • $40.75 • audio cd
Political Science / Ideologies / General
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The Awakening
The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 1
by Nora Roberts
1 New York Times bestselling author of the epic Chronicles of The One trilogy
returns with the first in a brand new series where parallel worlds clash over the
struggle between good and evil (...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Nov 24/20
9781250770271 • $54.50 • audio cd
Fiction / Fantasy / Paranormal
Series: Dragon Heart Legacy

The Awakening
The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 1
by Nora Roberts
1 New York Times bestselling author of the epic Chronicles of The One trilogy
returns with the first in a brand new series where parallel worlds clash over the
struggle between good and evil (...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Nov 24/20
9781250770295 • $33.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Fantasy / Paranormal
Series: Dragon Heart Legacy
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Hidden in Plain Sight
by Jeffrey Archer
Jeffrey Archer's Hidden in Plain Sight is the second novel featuring Detective
William Warwick, by the master storyteller and #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Clifton Chronicles
William Warwick has been promoted to Detective Sergeant, but his promotion means
that he, along with the rest of his team, have been reassigned to the Drugs Squad.
They are immediately tasked with apprehending Ahmed Rashedi, a notorious drug
dealer, who operates his extensive network out of South London.
As the investigation progresses, William runs into enemies old and new: Adrian Heath,
from his school days, now a street dealer who he convinces to turn informer; and
financier Miles Faulkner, who makes a mistake that could finally see him put behind
bars. Meanwhile, William and his fiancee Beth enjoy making preparations for their
upcoming wedding, though an unpleasant surprise awaits them at the altar.
As William's team closes the net around a criminal network like none they have ever
faced before, he devises a trap they would never expect, one that is hidden in plain
sight . . .
A Macmillan Audio production from St. Martin's Press (...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 8/20
9781250760609 • $54.50 • audio cd
Fiction / Sagas
Series: William Warwick Novels

All the Devils Are Here
by Louise Penny, read by Robert Bathurst
The sixteenth in Louise Penny's #1 New York Times bestselling Chief Inspector
Gamache novels.

Praise for A Better Man
'A Better Man,' with its mix of meteorological suspense, psychological insight and
criminal pursuit, is arguably the best book yet in an outstanding, original oeuvre." - Tom
Nolan, Wall Street Journal
"Enchanting. . . one of [Gamache's] more ennobling missions." - Marilyn Stasio, The
New York Times Book Review
"Pensive and moral Quebec police inspector Armand Gamache is justly beloved, and
Penny's evocative prose is unfailingly admirable." - Seattle Times
"The deeper reward lies in how the books probe the psyches of Gamache, his family
and colleagues, as well as this circle of small-town bohemians, the author picking off
her characters, psychologically at least, one by one." - The Globe and Mail
"The appeal of this series and especially of Gamache himself has always been Penny's
ability to show her hero moving from the tangible, brutal facts of murder to the emotions

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 1/20
9781250760623 • $54.50 • audio cd
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Traditional British
Series: Chief Inspector Gamache Novel
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To Sleep in a Sea of Stars
by Christopher Paolini
To Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a brand new epic novel from New York Times
bestselling author Christopher Paolini.
Exploring new worlds is all Kira Navarez ever dreamed of doing. But now she
has found her nightmare.
On a distant planet ripe for a colony, she has discovered a relic previously unseen by
human eyes.
It will transform her entirely and forever.
Humanity will face annihilation.
She is alone. We are not.
There is no going back.
A Macmillan Audio production from Tor Books

Praise for Christopher Paolini:
An authentic work of great talent." - New York Times Book Review
"Paolini is a spellbinding fantasy writer." - The Boston Globe

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 15/20
9781250767554 • $101.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Opera

The Pandora Deception
by David Bruns and J. R. Olson, read by Adam Verner
With The Pandora Deception, Bruns and Olson return with a captivating portrayal
of modern day combat that compares with the best of the timeless classics by
Tom Clancy, Dale Brown, and Stephen Coonts." (Mark Greaney)
To effectively combat the rise of global terrorism, the U.S. military must now rely on
more than traditional weapons and tactics. Don Riley of the U.S. Cyber Command is
given charge of a brand new effort: a new team in the CIA Operations Directorate
called Emerging Threats. To establish this team he recruits three talented recent
commissioned naval officers - Janet Everett, Michael Goodwin, and Andrea Ramirez -
and together they uncover a new terrorist group. The group is going under the name of
the Mahdi, a messiah figure of Islamic mythology, and is operating in the geopolitical
tinderbox that is the Nile River basin.
But the Mahdi is no ordinary terrorist group. Their stock in trade is not the usual suicide
bombings and surprise attacks. In fact, the Mahdi has created and is about to release
the worst kind of weapon: a hugely destructive bioweapon, known as Pandora, with a
devastating fatality rate. And it will take all the resources that the U.S. can bring to bear
- intelligence assets, cyber warfare and military assaults - to not only find out who is

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 15/20
9781250752567 • $60.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Thrillers / Military
Series: Don Riley
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Unbiased Leadership
Forging a Culture of Equality to Drive Success
by Tony Prophet
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 15/20
9781250772268 • $47.50 • audio cd
Bus & Econ / Leadership

Don't Look for Me
by Wendy Walker, read by Therese Plummer
In Wendy Walker's thrilling novel Don't Look for Me, the greatest risk isn't
running away. It's running out of time.
The car abandoned miles from home.
The note found at a nearby hotel.
The shattered family that couldn't be put back together.
They called it a walk away."
It happens all the time.
Women disappear, desperate to leave their lives behind and start over.
But is that what really happened to Molly Clarke?
A Macmillan Audio production from St. Martin's Press
Don't Look For Me is:
"GRIPPING. . . WITH UNEXPECTED TWISTS. . . You've got a cracking mystery on
your hands."
- Adrian McKinty, author of The Chain
"A NAILBITER . . . SO MUCH MORE THAN A TWISTY THRILLER. It's a heartbreaking
portrait of a family coping with grief and an insightful study of guilt and blame,

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 15/20
9781250752345 • $60.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Suspense
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The Silver Shooter
by Erin Lindsey, read by Barrie Kreinik
Erin Lindsey's third historical mystery follows Rose Gallagher as she tracks a monster
and searches for treasure in the wilds of the Dakota Territory.

It's the spring of 1887, and Rose Gallagher is finally coming into her own. She's the
proud owner of a lovely little home near Washington Square, where she lives with her
mother and friend, Pietro, and she's making a name for herself as a Pinkerton agent
with a specialty in things . . . otherworldly, to say the least. Even she and her partner
Thomas are managing to push aside romantic feelings for one another. Mostly.

Things are almost too good to be true--so Rose is hardly surprised when Theodore
Roosevelt descends on them like a storm cloud, hiring them for a mysterious job in the
Dakota Territory. A series of strange occurrences in the Badlands surrounding his ranch
has Roosevelt convinced that something supernatural is afoot. 

It began with livestock disappearing around the Little Missouri River, their bodies later
discovered torn apart by something monstrously powerful. Animals have continued to

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 22/20
9781250772107 • $62.50 • audio cd
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Historical
Series: Rose Gallagher Mystery

Eli's Promise
A Novel
by Ronald H. Balson, read by Fred Berman
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 22/20
9781250772206 • $54.50 • audio cd
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The Immortality Key
Uncovering the Secret History of the Religion with No Name
by Brian Muraresku, foreword by Graham Hancock, read by Brian
Muraresku
A groundbreaking, controversial dive into the role psychedelics have played in
the human experience of the Divine throughout Western history, and the answer
to a 2,000 year old mystery that could shake the Church to its foundations.

The Immortality Key connects the lost, psychedelic sacrament of Greek religion to early
Christianity - exposing the true origins of Western Civilization. In the tradition of
unsolved historical mysteries like David Grann's Killers of the Flower Moon and
Douglas Preston's The Lost City of the Monkey God, Brian Muraresku's 10-year
investigation takes the reader through Greece, Germany, Spain, France and Italy,
offering unprecedented access to the hidden archives of the Louvre and the Vatican
along the way.
In The Immortality Key, Muraresku explores a little-known connection between the
best-kept secret in Ancient Greece and Christianity. This is the real story of the most
famous human being who ever lived (Jesus) and the biggest religion the world has ever

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 29/20
9781250752994 • $62.50 • audio cd
History / Ancient / General

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
by V. E. Schwab
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 6/20
9781250771551 • $62.50 • audio cd
Fic / Fantasy / Romantic
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A Brotherhood Betrayed
The Man Behind the Rise and Fall of Murder, Inc.
by Michael Cannell
The riveting true story of the rise and fall of Murder, Inc. and the executioner-
turned-informant whose mysterious death became a legendary moment in Mob
history.
In the fall of 1941, a momentous trial was set to begin that threatened to end the
careers and lives of New York's most brutal mob kingpins. The lead witness, Abe
Reles, had been a trusted executioner for Murder, Inc., the enforcement arm of a coast-
to-coast mob network known as the Syndicate. But the man responsible for coolly
silencing hundreds of informants was about to become the most talkative snitch of all.
In exchange for police protection, Reles was prepared to rat out his murderous friends,
from Albert Anastasia to Bugsy Siegel - until the morning of the trial, when his shattered
body was discovered on a rooftop outside his heavily-guarded hotel room. Was it a
botched escape, or punishment for betraying the loyalty of the country's most powerful
mobsters?
Michael Cannell's A Brotherhood Betrayed traces the history of Murder, Inc. through
Reles' rise from street punk to murder chieftain to stool pigeon, ending with his face-

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 6/20
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph insert
9781250772350 • $60.99 • audio cd
True Crime / Organized Crime

We Begin at the End
by Christopher Whitaker
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 6/20
9781250778611 • $78.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Amateur Sleuth
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The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
by V. E. Schwab
In the vein of The Time Traveler's Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of
Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab's genre-defying
tour de force.

A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget.
France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain
to live forever - and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets.
Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will
play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young woman
learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world.
But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young
man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name.
A Macmillan Audio production from Tor Books

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 6/20
9781250777966 • $62.50 • audio cd
Fiction / Fantasy / Historical

Mill Town
Reckoning with What Remains
by Kerri Arsenault, read by Kerri Arsenault
A galvanizing and powerful debut, Mill Town is an American story, a human
predicament, and a moral wake-up call that asks: what are we willing to tolerate
and whose lives are we willing to sacrifice for our own survival?
Kerri Arsenault grew up in the rural working class town of Mexico, Maine. For over 100
years the community orbited around a paper mill that employs most townspeople,
including three generations of Arsenault's own family. Years after she moved away,
Arsenault realized the price she paid for that seemingly secure childhood. The mill,
while providing livelihoods for nearly everyone, also contributed to the destruction of
the environment and the decline of the town's economic, moral, and emotional health in
a slow-moving catastrophe, earning the area the nickname Cancer Valley."
In Mill Town, Arsenault undertakes an excavation of a collective past, sifting through
historical archives and scientific reports, talking to family and neighbors, and examining
her own childhood to present a portrait of a community that illuminates not only the ruin
of her hometown and the collapse of the working-class of America, but also the
hazards of both living in and leaving home, and the silences we are all afraid to violate.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 13/20
Includes 15-20 black-and-white photographs
throughout
9781250772183 • $62.50 • audio cd
Biography / Personal Memoirs
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The Gift of the Magpie
A Meg Langslow Mystery
by Donna Andrews, read by Bernadette Dunne
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 13/20
9781250772374 • $54.50 • audio cd
Series: Meg Langslow Mysteries

Tsarina
by Ellen Alpsten
Before there was Catherine the Great, there was Catherine Alexeyevna: the first
woman to rule Russia in her own right. Ellen Alpsten's rich, sweeping first-
person narrative is the story of her rise to power.
St. Petersburg, 1725. Peter the Great lies dying in his magnificent Winter Palace. The
weakness and treachery of his only son has driven his father to an appalling act of
cruelty and left the empire without an heir. Russia risks falling into chaos. Into the void
steps the woman who has been by his side for decades: his second wife, Catherine
Alexeyevna, as ambitious, ruthless and passionate as Peter himself.
Born into devastating poverty, Catherine used her extraordinary beauty and shrewd
intelligence to ingratiate herself with Peter's powerful generals, finally seducing the Tsar
himself. But even amongst the splendor and opulence of her new life - the lavish
feasts, glittering jewels, and candle-lit hours in Peter's bedchamber - she knows the
peril of her position. Peter's attentions are fickle and his rages powerful; his first wife is
condemned to a prison cell, her lover impaled alive on a stake in Red Square. And now
Catherine faces the ultimate test: can she keep the Tsar's death a secret as she plays a
lethal game to destroy her enemies and take the Crown for herself?

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 13/20
9781250769978 • $78.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Historical
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Blood: A Memoir by the Jonas Brothers
A Memoir from the Jonas Brothers
by Joe Jonas, Kevin Jonas and Nick Jonas
Grammy-nominated, multi-platinum powerhouse trio Joe Jonas, Kevin Jonas, and Nick
Jonas are ready to tell their story in BLOOD, a memoir that details the incredible true
story of the Jonas Brothers, from the band's creation, phenomenal rise to
superstardom, break up at the height of their fame, and now reunification. Written with
Neil Strauss, author of The Dirt, and told in their own words, this is a totally unfiltered
memoir about three brothers who learn that BLOOD is thicker than fame.

Macmillan Audio
Strict On Sale: Oct 20/20
16-page color insert
9781250623553 • $54.50 • audio cd
Biography / Composers & Musicians

To Hold Up the Sky
by Cixin Liu
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 20/20
9781250771889 • $71.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Science Fiction / High Tech
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High Crimes
The Inside Story of the Trump Impeachment
by Michael D'Antonio and Peter Eisner
Two award-winning journalists expose the machinations leading up to and during the
House impeachment process. 

Having spent a year essentially embedded inside several House committees, D'Antonio
and Eisner draw on many sources, including key House leaders, to expose the
politicking, playcalling, and strategies debated backstage and to explain the Democrats'
successes and apparent public failures during the show itself. 

The book opens with Nancy Pelosi deciding the House should take up impeachment,
then, in part one, leaps back to explain what Ukraine was really all about: not just Joe
Biden and election interference, but a money grab and oil. In the second part, the
authors recount key meetings throughout the run up to the impeachment hearings,
including many of the heated confrontations between the Trump administration and
House Democrats. And the third parts takes readers behind the scenes of those
hearings, showing why certain things happened the way they did for reasons that never

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 20/20
9781250780584 • $62.50 • audio cd
Political Science / Government / Executive Branch

Dune: The Duke of Caladan
by Brian Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson
A brand new novel in the internationally bestselling Dune series!

Duke Leto Atreides is a name of legend. Duke of Caladan and father to Paul, this is the
story of how Leto discoverd a grand plot to betray the Imperium, and how he rose to
prominence in the eyes of the Emperor. Surrounded by conspirators and would-be
assassins, Leto Atreides will put his life, and the lives of his family, on the line for the
sake of duty.

This is the first book in a brand new prequel trilogy that pulls the curtain back on a
iconic world.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 27/20
9781250771926 • $71.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Opera
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Cold as Ice
by Allison Brennan
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 27/20
9781250772060 • $69.25 • audio cd
Fiction / Suspense
Series: Lucy Kincaid Novels

Divided We Fall
America's Secession Threat and How to Restore Our Nation
by David French
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 22/20
9781250240262 • $54.50 • audio cd
Political Science / Ideologies / Conservatism &
Liberalism
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2030: How Today's Biggest Trends Will Collide and Reshape
the Future of Everything
How Today's Biggest Trends Will Collide and Reshape the Future of
Everything
by Mauro F. Guillen
Bold, provocative. . . illuminates why we're having fewer babies, the middle class
is stagnating, unemployment is shifting, and new powers are rising."-Adam
Grant

The world you know is about to end - will you be prepared for what comes next?
A groundbreaking analysis from one of the world's foremost experts on global
trends.
Once upon a time, the world was neatly divided into prosperous and backward
economies. Babies were plentiful, workers outnumbered retirees, and people aspiring
towards the middle class yearned to own homes and cars. Companies didn't need to
see any further than Europe and the United States to do well. Printed money was legal
tender for all debts, public and private. We grew up learning how to "play the game,"
and we expected the rules to remain the same as we took our first job, started a family,

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Aug 25/20
9781250772220 • $60.99 • audio cd
Bus & Econ / Economic Conditions

Blood
by Joe Jonas, Kevin Jonas and Nick Jonas
Grammy-nominated, multi-platinum powerhouse trio Joe Jonas, Kevin Jonas, and Nick
Jonas are ready to tell their story in BLOOD, a memoir that details the incredible true
story of the Jonas Brothers, from the band’s creation, phenomenal rise to
superstardom, break up at the height of their fame, and now reunification. Written with
Neil Strauss, author of The Dirt, and told in their own words, this is a totally unfiltered
memoir about three brothers who learn that BLOOD is thicker than fame.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 20/20
9781250778147 • $84.99 • audio cd
Biography / Composers & Musicians
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Christmas Story
by W. Bruce Cameron
A family faces challenges as Christmas time approaches, and the arrival of a playful
puppy brings them together just in time for the holidays.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Oct 20/20
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph insert
9781427299673 • $32.50 • audio cd
Fiction / Holidays

Darkest Evening, The
A Vera Stanhope Novel
by Ann Cleeves
On the first snowy night of winter, Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope sets off for her
home in the hills. Though the road is familiar, she misses a turning and soon becomes
lost and disorientated. A car has skidded off the narrow road in front of her, its door left
open, and she stops to help. There is no driver to be seen, so Vera assumes that the
owner has gone to find help. But a cry calls her back: a toddler is strapped in the back
seat.

Vera takes the child and, driving on, she arrives at a place she knows well. Brockburn
is a large, grand house in the wilds of Northumberland, now a little shabby and run
down. It’s also where her father, Hector, grew up. Inside, there’s a party in full swing:
music, Christmas lights and laughter. Outside, unbeknownst to the revelers, a woman
lies dead in the snow.

As the blizzard traps the group deep in the freezing Northumberland countryside,
Brockburn begins to give up its secrets, and as Vera digs deeper into her investigation,

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 8/20
9781250771476 • $39.99 • audio cd
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Women Sleuths
Series: Vera Stanhope
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Everything Is Spiritual
A Brief Guide to Who We Are and What We're Doing Here
by Rob Bell
Our home is a universe of endless dynamic connections that never stop inviting us to
participate in the great mysterious love at the heart of it all.

EVERYTHING IS SPIRITUAL is a brief history of how these ideas about creation, love,
and connection shaped the author—and can shape every one of us. In this audiobook,
Rob Bell explores the concept that what people really want, more than anything, is to
understand their purpose here—so much so that it gives them an abiding sense of awe
and wonder. And when you embrace where and who you come from and your wounds
and pains and regrets, you will discover that there’s an invitation lurking there in the
mess of life: an invitation to expand just like the universe has been doing for 13 billions
years.

There is a space beyond all the parts and divisions and differences and polarization
where you see that it’s all one connected whole and it’s all rigged in favor of your
growth, expansion, and joy.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 15/20
9781250771643 • $54.50 • audio cd
Religion / Spirituality

Overstated
A Coast-to-Coast Roast of the 50 States
by Colin Quinn, read by Colin Quinn
This program is read by the author.

How can a nation composed of states that range from Utah (The church of
states") to Vermont ("The state of relevant old people") possibly hang together?
In Colin Quinn's new audiobook, the popular comedian, social commentator, and
star of the shows Red State Blue State and Unconstitutional tackles the
condition of our union today.

Running state-by-state, from Connecticut to Hawaii, Quinn calls us out and identifies
the hypocrisies inherent in what we claim to believe and what we actually do . Within a
framework of big-picture thinking about systems of government - after all, how would
you put this country together if you started from scratch today? - to dead-on-funny
observations about the quirks and vibes of the citizens in each region, Overstated
skewers us all, red, blue, and purple, and is infused with the same blend of optimism
and practicality that sparked the U.S. into being. As Quinn writes, "We made promises

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 22/20
Includes 15-20 black-and-white photographs
throughout
9781250770691 • $40.75 • audio cd
Humor / Topic / Political
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Untitled Celadon Nonfiction Fall 2020
by Celadon Author XYZ
(...)

Macmillan Audio
Strict On Sale: Sep 15/20
Includes colored ends
9781250754615 • $54.50 • audio cd
Biography / Personal Memoirs

Untitled GWAB
by Macmillan Audio
(...)

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 22/20
9781250781314 • $54.50 • audio cd
True Crime / Organized Crime
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User's Guide to Democracy, A
How America Works
by Nick Capodice and Hannah McCarthy
Do you know what the Secretary of Defense does all day? Do you feel overwhelmed
and confused by the web of administration and legislation that manages your taxes,
your healthcare, your safety? Have you been pretending you know what Federalism is
for the last 20 years? Don’t worry--you’'re not the only one. The American government
and its processes are notoriously complex and obscure.

Until now.

Within this book are the keys to knowing what you’re talking about when you argue
politics with the uncle you only see at Thanksgiving. It’s the book that sits on your desk
for quick reference when the nightly news boggles your mind. This approachable and
informative guide gives you the low down on everything from the three branches of
government, to the way that voting actually works, to our basic civil rights. Because it’s
finally time to understand who does what, how they do it, and the best way to get them
to listen to you.

Macmillan Audio
On Sale: Sep 8/20
Includes four-color printed endpapers
9781250770073 • $38.50 • audio cd
Political Science / Government / General
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